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The business case for digital transformation

THE PROBLEM THE OUTCOMETHE SOLUTION
Some challenges your businesses may face

The world, people and  
business are changing
You need to adapt to stay relevant

Meeting customer expectations
You need a skilled workforce to do that

You need your business to succeed 
and remain competitive

Employee engagement and retention 
You need to make sure your employee 
training adds value to them and your business

Burden of administration 
and reporting 
You need to meet business 
and legislative requirements

Sounds like you have quite a lot on 
your plate, doesn’t it?

Customise your training solutions 
within your budget

Leverage the power of technology 
to reach all your employees on any 
device, anywhere

Make training easily accessible, 

Make administration and reporting 
 a breeze 

Keep your workforce engaged

Stay ahead with world-class HR 
processes and requirements

Increased 
bottom line

Gain a competitive 
edge

Retain the 
best talent



DigiSolve LMS includes 
free SuccessFactors™ 
apps for iPhone, iPad 
and Android devices.

Mobile Ready

Safe

DigiSolve LMS is a cloud 
solution based on 
Microsoft™ Azure™ 
infrastructure, adhering 
to the highest 
International standards.

Rocket Fast

DigiSolve LMS is 
designed to optimise 
the internet 
bandwidth and the 
built-in content is 
designed with speed 
in mind.

If you’re looking for a Learning Management System, you’ve found out 
that according to top analysts DigiSolve LMS is the #1 LMS out there.

DigiSolve LMS
Powered by

But you’re a company with hundreds or potentially thousands of employees, you realised 
that implemening DigiSolve LMS can be quite an e�ort: licenses, implementation, training, 
con�guration, e-learning content, training administrators and more. With DigiSolve LMS, 
you can still have the #1 LMS out there, but it’s going to be so much easier, jam packed 
with extra services and more cost e�ective.



What is DigiSolve LMS?
DigiSolve LMS is a cloud-based, turn-key subscription Learning Management System as 
a Service (LMSaaS if you like acronyms) powered by SuccessFactors™. What’s in it?

SuccessFactors™ Cloud licenses
Implementation
Support
Training
25 Gb of cloud storage space for your elearning content

2001 to 5000 employees
Medium enterprises

Live in 16 weeks
2 updates per year (improvement and new features) without disrupting your work
SAP JAM Advanced - unlock the power of social learning by creating communities and connections 
that make it easier for subject matter experts to share knowledge. Supplement formal training 
with user-contributed videos, blogs, and content that goes a long way to support new hire 
leadership development, and mentoring, high potential or coaching programs, and is a great way to 
drive engagement.
SAP SkillSoft library of 20,000+ courses and content, available in up to 7 di�erent languages
A 3-year contract is required
Approximately R440 per user per month (based on 2500 users over a 3 year contract)

300 to 2000 employees
Small to medium enterprises

Live in 12 weeks
2 updates per year (improvement and new 
features) without disrupting your work
SAP JAM for collaboration between 
learners and facilitators that encourages 
social learning
SpecCon library of 42 courses and content
A 3-year contract is required
Approximately R160 per user per month 
(based on 1000 users over a 3 year contract)


